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ABSTRACT

An energy transfer phenomenon between energetic ions, which cannot be explained only considering the Coulomb scattering process, was
observed on a large helical device (LHD). This phenomenon often occurs in fusion reactivity enhancement and fast-ion slowing-down pro-
cess that can be observed as a delay in the decay time of the D(d,n)3He neutron generation rate. The transferred energy required to induce
such a reactivity enhancement or delay in the fast-ion slowing-down time (neutron decay time) was examined based on the
Boltzmann�Fokker�Planck analysis in which a discrete energy transfer process, called nuclear elastic scattering (NES), is included. It was
shown that even though the cross section of the NES is smaller than that of the Coulomb scattering, enough knock-on population appears in
the energetic region in ion distribution function to induce the observable NES effects; thus, enough energy is transferred from beam ions to
fast component of bulk ion distribution function indirectly and the transferred energy per unit time via NES is comparable to the Coulomb
scattering rate. This study analytically demonstrates that the observed phenomena on LHD can be explained smoothly by considering the
alternative indirect energy transfer channel between energetic ions, which can be comparable with the one via Coulomb scattering.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0097720

I. INTRODUCTION

In a thermonuclear fusion reactor, fusion born non-thermal ions
must sustain the bulk plasma pressure through collisional power trans-
fer, i.e., nuclear burning. Energetic ions play an essential role in deter-
mining important physical information for nuclear burning. The
Coulomb scattering process is the dominant energy transfer process
that takes place between charged particles in a thermonuclear fusion
reactor. However, nuclear elastic scattering (NES) contributes to the
energy transfer process and can bring certain modifications to the
slowing-down behavior as the ion energy increases.1–3 The cross sec-
tion of the NES is defined by subtracting the Coulomb scattering con-
tribution from the experimentally measured one.4 Therefore, the
actual energy transfer mechanism can be accurately reproduced only
after the NES contribution is incorporated into the analysis in addition

to the Coulomb contribution. NES induces a modification of the ion
velocity distribution functions. When the ion velocity distribution
function is modified from Maxwellian, the emission spectrum of the
fusion products changes its shape from that of a Gaussian distribu-
tion.5 A non-Gaussian energetic component in the T(d,n)a neutron
emission spectrum was observed in JET.6,7 This component is created
by T(d,n)a reactions between the energetic recoil (knock-on) compo-
nents in the deuteron and triton distribution functions owing to the
energy transfer phenomena via NES. The NES effect on the fast-ion
slowing-down process has also been observed in the large helical
device (LHD).8 The enhancement of the D(d,n)3He reactivity due to
NES was also observed.9 The NES occurs in a high-temperature
plasma operation. The NES effect may be negligible in several stages in
the DT fusion reactor operation; however, in some other stages, e.g., in
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D3He plasma, its effect can influence nuclear burning.2,3 Therefore, it
is essential to understand the NES features in burning plasma and vali-
date the numerical approaches to develop a thermonuclear fusion
reactor.

NES is a non-Coulomb scattering process in which a large frac-
tion of the ion energy is transferred during a single scattering event. As
a result of this, the energetic ions lose their energy faster (transferred
energy per unit time increases) than when only the Coulomb scatter-
ing process2,3,10 is considered. In contrast, energetic ions are continu-
ously produced via NES process of energetic ions owing to the
accumulation of discrete high-energy transfer processes from energetic
to thermal ions. Through this process, the number of ions in the
energy range where recoil ions appear is enhanced, and the slowing-
down time is delayed.8 The fast protons do not much interact with fast
deuterons via NES and do not provide distortion of the fast deuteron
distribution function directly; rather, the fast protons interact with
bulk deuterons via NES and create a knock-on population in the fast
deuteron distribution function. As a result, fast proton energy is trans-
ferred to fast component of the deuteron distribution function indi-
rectly. Some recoil ions also lose their energy through the Coulomb
scattering process. Others may lose their energy through NES and cre-
ate recoil ions again in a significantly higher energy range. Thus, ener-
getic ions can deliver their energy through NES to the lower energy
ions distinctively from Coulomb scattering. Therefore, it is essential to
understand these processes to achieve stable and efficient nuclear
burning in future fusion reactors. However, the quantitative experi-
mental confirmation has not been extensively studied. This study
attempted to understand these processes by observing the delay in the
slowing-down time of energetic ions that appear as a delay in the neu-
tron decay time of the neutron generation rate.

The LHD in the National Institute for Fusion Science is equipped
with negative-ion neutral beam injectors (NBI) with beam energies
ranging from 160 to 190 keV.11,12 According to the general elastic scat-
tering theory, a proton of 180 keV can transfer a maximum energy of
160 keV to a stationary deuteron in a single elastic scattering interac-
tion determined depending on the scattering angle in the center of
mass (CM) systems. The most probable energy transferred is approxi-
mately 80 keV, as the target ion is nearly stationary. This study focuses
on the deuterons injected by the positive-NBI with an energy of
50�60 keV to observe the energy transfer process via NES induced by
protons ranging between 160 and 190 keV. If a meaningful energy
transfer due to a large-angle scattering occurs as previously predicted,
the slowing-down time of the 50�60 keV deuterons, which appears as
a delay in the neutron decay time, would increase. In the experiment,
the decay time of the neutron generation rate produced by the beam
deuterium is observed.

This study evaluates the transferred energy per unit time via NES
and quantitatively examines the phenomena observed in the LHD.
The Fokker–Planck (FP) equation was used to analyze the time evolu-
tion of the velocity distribution function through the Coulomb scatter-
ing process. The FP equation was introduced to treat small-angle
scattering processes, such as Coulomb scattering. The Boltzmann
equation was used to examine the time variation of the velocity distri-
bution function. The Boltzmann�Fokker�Planck (BFP) model10,13

was developed, where small-angle Coulomb and large-angle scattering
(NES) processes were considered. Based on the BFP simulation, the
amount of indirect transferred energy from energetic protons to

slowing-down deuterons through NES was evaluated. The transferred
energy evaluated is ensured by comparing the BFP simulations with
the DD reactivity enhancement and the neutron decay time observed
in the LHD, and the transferred energy via NES is also compared with
the one through Coulomb scattering. The measured data were
explained by considering the knock-on fast ion population that is pro-
duced by the indirect transferred energy via NES. A numerical predic-
tion of the NES effect, which is expected to appear in future fusion
devices, is also demonstrated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Figure 1 summarizes the performances of NBIs, i.e., injected par-
ticle species, approximate port-through beam powers and energies, in
the LHD for specific shots (a) #172066 and #172068, (b) #164881 and
#164874 used in this study. Here, the port-through power is defined as
a sum of deposition and shine-through powers. In the experiment,
deuterium plasma was heated using NBIs and electron cyclotron reso-
nance heating (ECH). Three negative-hydrogen (H) beam (NBI#1, 2,
and 3) and two positive-deuterium (D) beam (NBI#4 and 5) injectors
were used for shots #177066 and #177068, and one negative-hydrogen
(H) beam (NBI#1), two negative-deuteron (D) beam (NBI#2 and 3)
and two positive-deuterium (D) beam (NBI#4 and 5) injectors for

FIG. 1. Schematics of the neutral beam injector patterns in large helical device with
approximate beam energies and port-through powers for typical shots (a) #172066
and #172068, and (b) #164874 and #164881.
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shots #164874 and #164881. NBI#1, 2, and 3 are the injectors that are
directed tangentially toward the axis of the toroidal magnetic field,
with the negative-ion sources providing fast hydrogens or deuterium
at energies of approximately 170�190 keV with a port-through power
of approximately 2�4MW (tangential injectors). NBI#4 and 5 are
perpendicular to the magnetic axis, with positive-ion sources of
approximately 50�60 keV deuterium with a port-through power of
approximately 4�8MW. High-purity (enriched) H was prepared in
tangential injectors for this experiment. The deuterium atomic ratio
contained in the hydrogen beam as an impurity was suppressed to be
less than 1 ppm. The neutron generation rates were estimated to be
the average value of the three 235U fission chambers (FCs). One of the
fission chambers was placed on the magnetic axis, and the remaining
two fission chambers were placed on different sides of the LHD vac-
uum vessel. A magnetic axis Rax ¼ 3.6 m and a toroidal magnetic field
Bt ¼ 2.75T (counterclockwise direction) were maintained throughout
the experiment.

III. ANALYSIS MODEL

In the BFP model, a uniform deuterium plasma accompanied by
deuterium and hydrogen beam injections is assumed. Three kinds of
ion species were considered, i.e., field deuteron with Maxwellian
distribution function, fast deuteron, beam proton, and electrons
(see Table I). The fast deuterons are divided into energetic compo-
nents owing to beam injection (beam deuteron) and recoil (knock-on)
deuteron created by NES. The neutron generation by the D(d,n)3He
reaction between the fast and field deuterons is considered. The time-
dependent BFP equation for fast deuteron (proton), i.e., k ¼ fast
deuteron or beam proton, is given by

dfk
dt
¼
X
j

@fk
@t

� �Coulomb

j
þ
X
i

@fk
@t

� �NES

i
þ 1
v2
@

@v
v3fk

2s�kc ðvÞ

 !

þ Skðt; vÞ � Lkðt; vÞ; (1)

where fkðt; vÞ is the time-dependent isotropic velocity distribution
function of the species k. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(1) represents the effect of the Coulomb collisions.14 The summation
is taken over all background species, i.e., j ¼ field deuteron, fast deu-
teron, beam proton, and electron. Thus, the Coulomb collision term is
nonlinear retaining collisions between ions of the same species. The
second term accounts for the NES of species k.10 This study considers
NES between (1) fast deuteron and field deuteron, (2) fast deuteron
and fast deuteron, (3) beam proton and field deuteron, and (4) beam
proton and fast deuteron, as (k, i) ¼ (fast deuteron, field deuteron),

(fast deuteron, fast deuteron), (beam proton, field deuteron), and
(beam proton, fast deuteron). The second term accounts for the NES,
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v2

ð1
0
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� 2p
v
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ð1
0
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ðvþvi
jv�vij

v2rrNESðvrÞdvrdvi; (2)

where v0r ¼ jv0 � vij and vr ¼ jv � vij, k¼ beam proton (or fast deu-
teron), and k0¼ beam proton (or sum of fast and field deuterons). The
first term in Eq. (2) represents the rate of scattering ions into the veloc-
ity interval dv due to NES from the overall velocity space. The second
term in Eq. (2) denotes the rate of scattering out of ions from the
velocity interval dv due to NES. Suppose the scattering event of ion
species k which has the velocity v0 by ion species i which has the veloc-
ity vi. If the incident ion is scattered through an angle u, then

cosu ¼ jvj
2 � jVCj2 þ jVj2

2jVCjjV j
: (3)

Here, v and V represent the velocities of ion species k after the scatter-
ing in the laboratory and the center of mass (CM) systems, respec-
tively, VC the velocity of center of mass and u the angle between VC

and V . The NES cross sections are taken from the work of Cullen and
Perkins15 (see Fig. 2). For the deuterium beam, it was shown that if the
target ion species are triton and 3He, the angular distribution of NES
is, to a certain extent, backward-peaked.14,15 In this case, the assump-
tion of isotropic scattering may underestimate the NES effect on
plasma properties. However, for proton or deuteron targets, the isotro-
pic scattering assumption would be a good approximation.15,16 This
study assumed isotropic scattering for NES in the center of mass

TABLE I. Charged-particle species considered in Boltzmann�Fokker�Planck
simulation.

Species Distribution functions

Electron Maxwellian
Field particle

Field deuteron Maxwellian
Fast deuteron fDðvÞ ð� f beamD ðvÞ þ f recoilD ðvÞÞ

Energetic particle
Beam proton fpðvÞð� f beamp ðvÞÞ FIG. 2. Cross sections of deuteron-deuteron and proton-deuteron NES as a func-

tion of the relative energy of reactants.
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systems. In this case, the probability distribution function P (i.e., prob-
ability that the injected beam ion which has the speed v0 is scattered
into the speed region v owing to the NES with background ion, which
has speed vi) can be written as follows:

Pðv0 ! vjviÞdv ¼
jvj

2jVCjjVj
dv for jVC �V j � v � jVC þVj;

0 otherwise:

8><
>:

(4)

The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the diffu-
sion in velocity space due to thermal conduction. In this study, the
velocity dependence of the particle and energy confinement times was
incorporated into the analysis using the dimensionless parameter c fol-
lowing the Bittoni’s treatment17 to reflect the particle and energy losses
during particle motion in a three-dimensional magnetic confinement
configuration to a uniform plasma model. Bittoni’s treatment is
given by

s�kc pð ÞðvÞ ¼
Ck
c pð Þs

k
c pð Þ when v < vkth;

Ck
c pð Þs

k
c pð Þ

v

vkth

� �c
when v � vkth:

8><
>: (5)

Here, vkth is the thermal velocity of ion species k, and the coefficient
Ck
c ðorCk

pÞ is determined so that the velocity-integrated energy (or parti-

cle) loss rate becomes ð3=2ÞnkTi=skc ðor nk=spÞ for each ion species. The
asterisk in Eq. (5) implies that the variable is a function of the velocity.
Considering both energy loss mechanisms due to thermal conduction
and particles transport loss from the plasma, the confinement time for
conduction loss time skc is determined using the global energy confine-
ment time sE to satisfy the following relation for each species:

ð3=2ÞnkTi

sE
¼ ð3=2ÞnkTi

skc
þ
ð ð1=2Þmkv2k

s�kp ðvÞ
fkðvkÞd~vk: (6)

The high exponent c chosen ensures a rapid increment of energy and
particle confinement times for energetic particles compared with the
thermal components. As discussed in Ref. 10, as in the usual fusion
plasma, the c would not be an influential parameter. This study
assumed c ¼ 6 throughout the simulation. The c dependencies on the
NES effects are discussed in Sec. IV. The particle confinement time for
protons (tangential injection to the magnetic field) is assumed as 0.5 s,
referencing the work of Nuga et al.18 The confinement time for deuter-
ons (vertical injection to the magnetic field) is determined to be consis-
tent with the present experiment.

The source [SDðpÞðvÞ] and loss [LDðpÞðvÞ] terms for beam deu-
teron and proton are described as follows:

SD pð Þðt; vÞ � LD pð Þðt; vÞ ¼
SD pð Þ
4pv2

dðv � vbeamD pð Þ Þ �
fD pð Þðt; vÞ

spðvÞ
: (7)

Here, vbeamDðpÞ is the speed of the beam-injected deuteron (proton). The

beam injection rate SDðSpÞ is determined using beam injection energy
ENBI
DðpÞ and power PNBI

DðpÞ, and plasma volume V as

SNBIDðpÞ ¼ PNBI
DðpÞ=E

NBI
DðpÞV . The plasma volume was taken as 30 m3

throughout the simulations. The reaction rate coefficient of the
D(d,n)3He fusion reaction between fast and field deuterons is given by

hrviD d;nð Þ3HeðtÞ ¼
4p

nfastD nfieldD

ð
dvDv

2
D1ðt; vDÞf fieldD ðt; vDÞ (8)

with

1ðt; vDÞ ¼
2p
vD

ð
dvfastD vfastD f fastD ðt; vfastD Þ

ðvfastD þvD

jvfastD �vDj

dvrv
2
rrDDðvrÞ

2
664

3
775: (9)

Here, vr is the relative velocity of the beam and field deuterons, i.e.,
vr ¼ jvfast � vfieldj. The D(d,n)3He fusion cross sections are taken
from the work of Bosch and Hale.19

The transferred power from charged particle species k to j is eval-
uated using both velocity distribution functions obtained as follows:

PCoulomb
k!j ðtÞ ¼

ð
� dEk

dt

� �
j
4pv2fkðt; vÞVdv; (10)

where ðdEk=dtÞj is the energy loss rate of species k due to the
Coulomb collisions with species j. The energy loss rate is given by

dEk
dt

� �
j
¼ �

Z2
kZ

2
j e

4 lnK

e20mkv
mk

mj

ðv
0

fjðt; xÞx2dx � v
ð1
v

fjðt; xÞxdx

2
64

3
75:
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The transferred power from ion species k to i through NES is given
by

PNES
k!iðtÞ ¼ �

ð
1
2
mkv

2 @fk
@t

� �NES

i
4pv2Vdv: (12)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Observation of attenuation feature of the neutron
generation rate

In the experiment, the deuterium plasma was heated using ECH
and NBIs (a pair of deuterium NBI#5 and one (or two) high-purity
hydrogen NBI#1 (NBI#1þ 3) beams). Figure 3 shows a typical wave-
form pattern of a deuterium plasma discharge, i.e., # 172068, including
the time evolutions of (a) the neutral beam heating powers for injec-
tors NBI#1 (port-through and deposition powers), and #5 (port-
through power), (b) the electron temperature at the radius r¼ 0 and
a/2 (a is a minor radius of the LHD plasma), (c) the electron density at
the radius r¼ 0 and a/2, and (d) the neutron generation rate measured
by the fission chamber. After 4 s at the beginning of plasma discharge,
deuterium beam injection (NBI#5) was terminated, whereas the
hydrogen beams NBI#1 remained injected. After terminating NBI#5
at 4 s, the neutron generation rate by the D(d,n)3He reaction gradually
decreased. The authors focused on the decay time sn defined as the
time after which the fast-thermal D(d,n)3He reaction rate is reduced
to 1/e. The time evolutions of the normalized neutron generation rate
for (i) w/o hydrogen beams, (ii) with NBI#1, and (iii) with NBI#þ3
are plotted in Fig. 4. The neutron generation rates were normalized by
the values when deuterium beam was terminated. The decay times
when NBI#1 or NBI#1þ 3 (or w/o NBI#1) remain were estimated by
least squares fitting and the errors were estimated by changing
the time limits from 50 to 100ms as 44.3 6 0.8 and 46.8 6 0.47
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(35.2 6 0.13) ms, respectively. The injection power, time-averaged
electron temperature, density from 4.0–4.1 s, and decay time for shots
(i) and (ii) are summarized in Table II along with (iii) #164881. In the
shot #164881, after 4.3 s at the beginning of plasma discharge, deute-
rium beam injection (NBI#5) was terminated, whereas the high-purity
hydrogen beams NBI#1þ 3 remained injected. The ion temperature is
approximately 2 keV in all shots. Since the theoretical scaling of the
slowing-down time is ss / T3=2

e =ne, no valid reason exists under the
background plasma conditions to explain the difference in the neutron
decay time.

B. Evaluation of transferred power via NES
and comparison with experiment

At first, we consider the situation when high-purity beam is
injected into deuterium plasma to examine the net transferred power
to create the knock-on tail in a deuteron distribution function. Figure
5 shows the time evolution of the (a) proton and (b) deuteron velocity
distribution functions after a high-purity hydrogen beam is injected
into the deuterium plasma. Here, t¼ 0 represents the time when a
high-purity hydrogen beam begins to be injected. The hydrogen beam
energy is taken as 180 keV and power as 2.0MW (deposition power),
corresponding to case (i) shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The proton distribu-
tion function forms gradually after the high-purity hydrogen beam
injection. The energetic protons continuously knock the bulk deuter-
ons to the energetic region; thus, the knock-on tail gradually forms in
the deuteron distribution function. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the
power balance of the fast (knock-on) component in the deuteron dis-
tribution function as a function of elapsed time after the high-purity
hydrogen beam injection. Here, PNES

p! fast d is the power transferred
from the proton to fast (knock-on) deuterons through NES; PCoulomb

p! fast d,
PCoulomb
fast d! bulk d, and PCoulomb

fast d! bulk e are the transferred power from proton
to fast deuterons, fast deuterons to bulk deuteron, and fast deuterons
to bulk electrons through Coulomb scattering, respectively. The power
lost from the plasma is plotted with a blue dotted line. The plasma
condition is the same as those in Fig. 5. The parameter n in Fig. 6(b) is
the ratio of the sum of the heating power densities (solid lines), i.e.,
PNES
p! fast d þ PCoulomb

p! fast d, to the sum of lost power densities (dotted lines),
i.e., PCoulomb

fast d! bulk d þ PCoulomb
fast d! bulk e þ loss. The transferred power from

protons to fast deuterons due to NES PNES
p! fast d gradually increases and

almost reaches an equilibrium value at 2 s after the high-purity hydro-
gen beam injection. The power is estimated at approximately 1.8 kW.
It is known that most of the proton beam power is transferred to bulk

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the deuterium plasma discharge (shot no. #172068). (a)
neutral beam heating powers for injectors NBI#1, and 5; (b) electron temperatures
at r¼ 0 and a/2; (c) electron density at r¼ 0 and a/2; and (d) neutron generation
rate detected by the fission chamber (FC).

FIG. 4. Attenuation processes of the normalized neutron generation rates when (i)
no hydrogen beams are injected (#172066), along with the shot when (ii) NBI#1
remained injected (#172068) and (iii) NBI#1þ 3 remained injected (#164881) as a
function of the time after NBI#5 was terminated.
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ions and electrons via Coulomb collisions, i.e., the transferred power
to ions (or electrons) is approximately 0.16 (or 0.56) MW in the pre-
sent simulations; the fraction of transferred power from protons to
bulk deuterons via NES to via Coulomb scattering is less than 2% at
most. However, it should be noted that the cross section of the
D(d,n)3He reaction of the recoil deuteron with a 100 keV energy range
is more than four orders larger compared with the typical bulk deuter-
ons. In general thermonuclear fusion plasma, it should be recognized
that the small number of fast deuterons sustains the fusion power
(neutron) production.

In the experiments shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the hydrogen beam
with 50-keV energy and 4.5-MW port-through power, i.e., NBI#5, was
injected superimposing on the high-purity hydrogen beam. Almost
50% of hydrogen port-through power penetrated the plasma in the
experiment. In general numerical simulations, the fraction of the
transparent to port-through (injection) power tends to be larger for
the vertical beam injection than for the tangential beam injection. In
the present simulation, it is assumed that the deposition power of the
vertical beam injection (#NBI5) is almost 50%�60% of the port-
through power, i.e., 2MW. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of (a)
proton and (b) deuteron distribution functions after the deuterium
beam was turned off, along with (c) deuteron distribution functions
when NES was neglected. In the simulation, the confinement time for
deuterons is assumed as 0.04 s. The discussion for the confinement
time is made later (in Fig. 8). The recoil ions by NES are produced
mainly along the proton beamline, which is injected tangentially to the
toroidal magnetic axis; thus, the electron temperature at r¼ 0 (center
of the plasma) is essential for the recoil ion production (knock-on tail
formation). A plasma condition shown in Fig. 4(ii) was selected.
During 300ms after terminating the deuterium beam, the proton dis-
tribution function is kept in almost the same shape. In contrast, the
beam component in the deuteron distribution function rapidly decays,
leaving the residual knock-on tail component. The proton distribution
function does not change its shape significantly over time because
the hydrogen beam is continuously injected with 180-keV energy and
2-MW power after terminating the deuterium beam injection. In the
simulation, the transferred powers due to NES between fast deuteron
and field deuteron, fast deuteron and fast deuteron, beam proton and
fast deuteron were insignificant in current discussion, because the fast
deuteron population is much smaller compared with fast protons.

From the proton and deuteron distribution functions shown in
Fig. 7, the transferred energy per unit time from protons to fast deuter-
ons (which are about to slow down) can be evaluated by Coulomb
scattering and NES processes at each time step. Figure 8 shows the
results as a function of the elapsed time after terminating the

TABLE II. Plasma and beam conditions for the large helical device experiments.

H-beam pattern (i) w/o NBI (ii) NBI#1 (iii) NBI#1þ 3

H-beam deposition power (MW) 0 2.0 3.6
Te(0) (keV) 7.9 6.5 7.1
Te(a/2) (keV) 4.0 4.2 4.2
ne (m

�3) 0.79� 1019 0.83� 1019 0.93� 1019

sn (ms) 35.2 6 0.13 44.3 6 0.8 46.8 6 0.47

FIG. 5. Time evolutions of (a) proton and (b) deuteron distribution functions
after high-purity hydrogen beam was injected with 180 keV energy and 2 MW
power.
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deuterium beam. The green line represents the time evolution of the
transferred energy per unit time from protons to slowing-down fast
(beam plus knock-on) deuterons through Coulomb scattering. The
red line represents the transferred energy through NES (the dotted
line represents the total value of the green and red lines). The energy
transferred from protons to the fast (beam plus knock-on) component
in the deuteron distribution function through Coulomb scattering
decreased rapidly. This is because the number of fast deuterons pro-
duced by external beam injection (NBI#5) reduces immediately after
deuterium beam termination [Fig. 7(b)]. This reduction is because of
the slowing-down and loss process of deuterons from the plasma. In
contrast, the energy transferred from the protons to fast deuterons
through NES is nearly constant for 100ms. This is because proton and
bulk deuteron distribution functions (Maxwell component) do not

FIG. 6. Time evolution of (a) heating and lost power balanced for knock-on deu-
teron component and (b) ratio of received and lost powers after high-purity hydro-
gen beam was injected with 180 keV energy and 2MW power.

FIG. 7. Time evolutions of (a) proton and deuteron distribution functions when (b) NES is con-
sidered and (c) neglected, during 300ms period after the deuterium beam was terminated.
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change their shapes throughout 100ms, as discussed previously. The
energy is transferred through NES from energetic protons to the bulk
deuterons. However, the energy is apparently transferred from ener-
getic protons to fast deuterons since the bulk deuterons that received
energy are scattered to the energetic region. This energy transfer chan-
nel is called “an indirect energy transfer channel.” The right-side axis
in Fig. 8 represents the ratio of the energy transferred through NES
per unit of time to the total energy transferred. The fraction gradually
increased and reached 50% at approximately 60ms after terminating
the deuterium beam. Although the NES cross section of protons with
180 keV hydrogen beam energy is significantly smaller than that of the
Coulomb one, the NES processes occur between energetic protons and
bulk deuterons (the Coulomb scattering process occurs between ener-
getic protons and fast deuterons). The magnitude of the transferred
energies through Coulomb scattering and NES processes could
become comparable because the bulk component of the deuteron dis-
tribution function is several orders of magnitude larger than the fast
deuteron component. Thus, we could observe the phenomena induced
by NES in the LHD.

Additional BFP simulations were made by changing the high-
purity hydrogen beam injection powers and deuteron confinement
times, and for each plasma condition, the decay times of the neutron
generation rates were evaluated. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where
the neutron decay times estimated through the BFP simulation are
plotted as a function of the hydrogen beam power for several deuteron
confinement times. The solid lines represent the neutron decay time
when the NES effect is considered, whereas the dotted (black) lines
represent the decay time when the NES effect is neglected. The dashed
(green) lines indicate the decay time when the hydrogen beam was not
injected. The background plasma conditions were chosen by roughly
averaging the experimental condition shown in Table II, i.e., Ti
¼ 2 keV, Te ¼ 7 keV, ne ¼ 0.8� 1019 m�3, ENBI ¼ 180 keV, and sp
¼ 0.5 s. The ion temperature and electron density are almost radially

flat, so we used radial average values in the simulation. Since the pro-
ton beam was injected tangentially to the magnetic axis and most
knock-on tail would be generated around the central region, we chose
the average electron temperature around the central region. The red
squares represent the decay time observed in the LHD experiments
shown in Table II. During the neutron decay process shown in Fig. 4,
the plasma temperature (or density) is fluctuated about 8% (or 10%)
from the averaged value at the maximum. The sensitivities of the
plasma parameters on the neutron decay time are estimated using the
BFP model for the experimental condition shown in Table II-ii
(sDp ¼ 40ms case in Fig. 9), and the results are summarized in Table
III. The fluctuations of the neutron decay time caused by the plasma
temperature or density can be estimated less than 1.8%. Since the par-
ticle loss from the plasma is influential in the current plasma condi-
tion, the sensitivities may be smaller compared with the previous
prediction not considering the particle loss from the plasma.20,21 The
errors for the least squares fitting shown in Table II are also estimated
less than 1.6%; in addition, counting errors in FC are considered less
than 0.4%;12 thus, we have drawn error bars roughly within 63% in
the neutron decay times observed in the experiment in Fig. 9. The neu-
tron decay time can be increased in a non-equilibrium state by both

FIG. 8. Time evolution of the transferred power from protons to energetic deuterons
via (1) Coulomb scattering and (2) NES, along with the total value (dotted line). The
plasma condition is the same as shown in Fig. 4(ii). FIG. 9. Neutron decay times when (1) high-purity hydrogen beam is injected, i.e.,

NES considered (solid line) and neglected (black dotted line), and (2) high-purity
hydrogen beam is not injected (green dashed line) as a function of the high-purity
hydrogen beam injection powers. The observed experimental values are plotted as
red squares.

TABLE III. Sensitivity of the plasma parameters on neutron decay time sn (ms).

DTe or Dne �10% 0 þ10%

Ti sensitivity 43.1 (�0.5%) 43.3 43.4 (þ0.2%)
Te sensitivity 43.0 (�0.7%) 43.3 43.5 (þ0.5%)
ne sensitivity 43.9 (þ1.4%) 43.3 42.6 (�1.6%)
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Coulomb scattering and NES processes, even if the beam energy is in
approximately 180 keV, as discussed previously. The BFP simulation
model explains the experimental data within a realistic range if the
deuteron confinement time is set to around 40ms. In this case, the
energy transferred per unit time from protons to fast deuterons
through NES is approximately 1.8 kW, which is the same order with
the one through the Coulomb scattering, i.e., approximately 3–8 kW.
Consequently, a delay in the deuteron slowing-down time (delay in
the neutron decay time) would be induced and we can observe the
phenomena in LHD. In Fig. 10, the neutron decay times evaluated by
the BFP simulations for the plasma conditions shown in Table II are
compared with the observed data. Here, the deuteron confinement
time is set to 39ms. The dependency of the c value defined in Eq. (5)
is examined. Figure 11 shows the decay times of the neutron genera-
tion rates for different c values. The solid lines represent the neutron
decay time when the NES effect is considered, whereas the dotted
(black) lines represent the decay time when the NES effect is neglected.
The dashed (green) lines indicate the decay time when the hydrogen
beam was not injected. The decay time increases as the c value
increases. This is because the higher c value ensures a large confine-
ment time for the energetic region. The c dependency on the NES
effect (deviation between solid and dotted line) is quantified, i.e., the
deviation for c ¼ 4, 6, and 8 are 2.1%, 3.6%, and 4.9% when 3.6MW
hydrogen beam power, respectively.

The NES effect on the D(d,n)3He reactivity for several plasma
parameters is predicted for the future fusion device, e.g., JT60-SA.
Figure 12 shows the enhanced neutron generation rate due to NES for
several (a) electron temperatures, (b) electron densities, and (c) beam
injection energies. The default plasma parameters are chosen referenc-
ing the shot conditions reported in Ref. 9 (#164874), i.e., Ti ¼ 2 keV,
Te ¼ 12 keV, ne ¼ 1019 m�3, ENBI ¼ 170 keV, and beam deposition
power PNBI ¼ 7MW. In this experiment, approximately one order of

neutron generation rate was observed as a result of the high-purity
hydrogen beam injection. In a brief calculation, the neutron generation
in Maxwellian plasma with the above plasma parameter is approxi-
mately 1011 m�3 s�1. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the BFP simulation also
reproduces approximately one order of the enhancement in the neu-
tron generations rate for the plasma condition of #164874 in Ref. 9,
i.e., Te ¼ 12 keV, which is consistent with the experimental observa-
tion. For high electron temperature, the slowing-down of fast ions is
weakened; however, energetic components of proton and deuteron
distribution functions grow large. Thus, the enhancement of fusion
reactivity appears larger for the high electron temperature range.
Similarly, the slowing-down of energetic ions is weakened by decreas-
ing electron (ion) density. However, the resulting magnitude of the
knock-on tail is not significantly influenced by the electron (ion) den-
sity because the number of recoil ions increases in proportion to the
increases in the ion density as shown in Fig. 12(b). It is worth noting
that the density influences the neutron decay time and the absolute
value of the neutron generation rate; thus, an experiment with low-
density plasma would be profitable to observe the NES effect since the
competitive slowing-down process due to Coulomb scattering
decreases in low-density plasma. One important parameter would be
the beam injection energy. The transferred energy in a single NES
event is increased with an increase in relative velocity. The NES effect
becomes essentially significant with increasing relative velocity. As
shown in Fig. 12(c), when the beam injection energy increases to
500 keV, the magnitude of the enhancement in the neutron generation
rate reaches almost one order larger than that of 170 keV energy. In
the LHD experiment, the high-purity hydrogen beam (approximately
170–180 keV) was used to distinguish the recoil deuterons from beam-
injected protons. This is because the recoil component is smaller than
the beam component. The NES effect for the deuterium beam may be

FIG. 10. Comparison of the neutron decay process between observed data (see
Table II and Fig. 4) and BFP simulations when deuteron confinement time is
assume as 39 ms.

FIG. 11. Neutron decay times when (1) high-purity hydrogen beam is injected, i.e.,
NES considered (solid line) and neglected (black dotted line), and (2) high-purity
hydrogen beam is not injected (green dashed line) as a function of the high-purity
hydrogen injection powers for several c values.
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observed in the experiment with higher beam injection energy. The
NES effect essentially becomes important for beam-injected and fur-
ther energetic fusion-born ions. Therefore, further confirmation using
such large beam injection energies would be necessary to predict the
NES effects induced by fusion-born energetic ions in the future

reactor. The c dependency on the neutron generation rate is quanti-
fied. The neutron generation rate when c ¼ 4 (or 8) for Ti¼ 2 keV, Te
¼ 6 keV, ne ¼ 1019 � m�3, ENBI ¼ 170 keV, and beam deposition
power PNBI ¼ 7MW is 2.82 (or 3.22) � 1011 m�3 s�1; the difference
from the neutron generation rate (3.07� 1011 m�3 s�1) when c ¼ 6
[yellow lines in Figs. 12(a)–12(c)] is evaluated as �8.1 (4.9)%. The
deviation of the neutron generation rate due to c value is insignificant
compared with the magnitude of the enhancement due to the knock-
on tail formation.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, the transferred power was estimated using NES
between energetic ions to adapt to the data observed in LHD, i.e., the
delay process of the neutron decay time induced by the delay in the
deuteron slowing-down process. By considering an indirect energy
transfer channel induced by recoil ions, which receive the energy from
fast ions via NES, the reactivity enhancement observed in the LHD
can be explained. The BFP simulations reproduced the experimental
data with adjustment parameters (fast deuteron confinement time,
and its velocity dependency, i.e., c parameter). It is shown that the
transferred energy due to NES per unit time could reach the same
order as the one due to Coulomb scattering, even if the beam injection
energy is 180 keV.

Isotropic plasma was assumed throughout the simulations, and
the transferred power due to NES was roughly evaluated. In the LHD
experiments, the directions of deuterium and hydrogen beams to the
toroidal magnetic field were different, which might induce the differ-
ence in the scattering process compared with the isotropic model. The
average relative speed between the tangential and vertical injection
beams becomes larger than that of the isotropic one; thus, the
Coulomb scattering frequency tends to decrease, and the NES fre-
quency increases slightly. In the comparison between observed data
and simulations, errors caused by the radial profiles of plasma density
and temperature might be included. For detailed evaluation, more
sophisticated simulations considering the anisotropy of the plasma
would be necessary. Currently, the analysis using the particle simula-
tion code considering the NES phenomena is developing.22 The dis-
cussion including anisotropic effects will be made in the subsequent
analysis. The NES effect becomes more significant as the beam injec-
tion energy increases. In such a case, the fraction of the transferred
energy via NES increases, and the energy range where recoil ions
appear is shifted to the high-energy side. Confirmation of the scaling
of the NES with injection energy will require further experiments with
high energy NBI.
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